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Do You Believe That You Were Born in Sin and Shaped in Iniquity? It's the Greatest Story Ever

Sold!ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s time to correct the madness.Are you sure the beliefs you hold about the history of

humanity are true? Have you ever wondered where biblically-based accounts and centuries-old

traditions are rooted?When the earliest civilizations began documenting the activities of humanity for

posterity, they opened a field for recorded history upon which many would seek to play a part.

Therefore, modern civilizations have trouble distinguishing recorded truth from recorded lies.

Unraveling the truth of our origin is a task that calls for exceptionally sharp reasoning skills. In

Bamboozled!, Timothy Aldred reveals: The paradigm of deception to which generations of people

have been taught to surrender their hearts and minds Ã¢â‚¬â€œ in blind faith.Who gains from the

mindless devotion of the populace, generation to generationHow you can live a richer, fuller life free

from blind, hereditary indoctrinationCome aboard for a refreshingly exciting and unbiased view of

humanityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s true origin! Examine ancient accounts of the early Sumerian years and how

they compare to the theologically faith-based views that have been used to control and manipulate

millions of people for millennia. Best of all, as never before, learn how to demystify and unravel

biblical mysteries using good reason and accurate distinction. It is time to free your mind from over

2000 years of conditioned belief patterns. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s vital for living!Updated to include bonus

previews of Timothy Aldred's latest releases:6 STEPS TO RELIGIOUS FREEDOM: Learn How to

Reclaim Your Mind From Catholic Church History, Think For Yourself and Enjoy Your True

Religious FreedomWHO PUT PEOPLE ON EARTH? The True Origin of Humanity
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The startling title will offend individuals who belong to religious faiths. However, this book isn't for

everyone. It is for those who are searching for answers. Those who may have been apart of a

religious group or sect and realized that what they were taught was false.There are two portions of

this book, the first covering Sumerian history, the oldest civilization in the world; their gods and their

interpretation of world events during the world's first civilization. Their explanation of how mankind

was created is fascinating and hopefully will encourage all readers to learn more about Sumerian

history.The latter half discusses many of the glaring errors in the bible and how Christendom

ultimately is used as a tool to mislead many of its followers.Again, this isn't for everyone. Those who

are content with Sunday service in church and passing the collection plate should stay clear of this

book -- it may wake you up.

Bamboozled Besieged by Lies is a must read for anyone who has a desire to think critically about

their spirituality. Tim Aldred ventures far beyond the simple expression of his own critical point of

view. He walks the reader through the evolution of man as well as the historical facts surrounding

the development and formation of Christianity as we know it today. Using concise dialogue, he goes

deep into biblical text to reveal the necessity of a higher level of cognitive thinking toward all

religious doctrine.While you may or may not wholistically agree with its contents, Bamboozled will

forever change your relationship and view of the bible as well as your faith. Excellently researched

and written, Bamboozled is a welcomed addition to any reader's literary treasure chest.

I read this book because i have always felt the same way about the power and Hegemony of

Christianity. Tim does a great job of exposing obvious contradictions of the Book. After reading this

you must develop questions arise in the readers mind? if this is done in this book what about the

other so called holy books. critical thinking is what is awarded here and demonstrated. People need

to break free from belief systems that lack evidence of what they say. this book will give you great

tools for bring out truth and freeing your mind. I highly recommend this book.



When I first read the introduction of this book, it was heartfelt for me because I could feel Tim

Aldred's emotion from the very start. It jumped off the very pages and grabbed you. You could feel

something occurred in this man's life that he feels driven to speak about. I have read many books

that I could say had more scholarly information contained in it. But this book was unique, it's meant

for the layman who don't desire big words and huge scholarly listings; but rather a street common

sense written book that tells it as it is. It's simply straight forward and in your face book that goes

against the main stream way books are written from a traditional scholarly style. This book is for

those types of people. Tim tells it like it is in a non-traditional approach. He describes the Vatican

influence and his logical take on the illogical nature of certain scriptures. He goes into a section

describing angelic influences from the Sumerian text. For any individual who is struggling with deep

seated issues of the origin of the Christian religion from a layman, this book is a must read. As a

former Christian, from the beginning Tim Aldred emotions jumped out at me and his sincere desire

to share his outrage and experiences on the false-hood of Christianity.Anybody who reads this book

with a sincere mind can feel the passion flowing from every page of this book. Tim is juicing with

determination to speak his truth on this issue of religious bigotry.

Then again, just because something makes me think it doesn't mean I'm head-over-heels

convinced. I liked the effort but didn't always like the attitude. People who are Christian believers

should not be classified as "stupid" or non-thinking oafs. They are every bit as convinced as is Mr.

Aldred!I'm glad I read his ideas; I'm glad I questioned my religious beliefs; I refuse to belittle anyone

because of THEIR beliefs! Mr. Aldred shouldn't use intimidation as a tool for his acceptance: just let

the information speak for itself. Of course, then you have to own up to the fact that you're stating

just what YOU believe and that's why there are miniscule references or footnotes to back up YOUR

belief.

I think Mr. Aldred has a lot to say, but takes forever to get to the point. To his credit, he does preface

it by stating he is a novice writer. Give him credit for trying to attack a subject that is taboo.

I'm half way through the book and I think it's worth the buy. He makes a lot of sense what he's

saying about the bible and fictional Jesus the Christ.

Great resources and very detailed. People need to open there eyes and do research just as



Timothy aldred has done. Keep up the good work.
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